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FULL MOON in VIRGO
And SPRING EQUINOX
Musings for September
This month we celebrate the Full Moon in the sign of Virgo, and the
Spring Equinox. The Spring Equinox officially welcomes Spring in the
Pagan wheel of the year. The Goddess returns from the underworld and
gives new life to the planet and all life celebrates and begins to blossom.
As a triple goddess, she is the mother, (summer), the crone (winter),
returning again now as the maiden (spring).
In Virgo we see the Great Mother growing in the moist and warming
Earth. The rainbow colours of the Goddesses garment are often seen at
this time as the rain and sun play with each other. I love the winter,
however the sun and warmth, the colours and the beauty and growth of
this time of Spring always lift my heart.
A celebration for the Spring Equinox and the sign of Virgo could be to
wrap ourselves in the rainbow colours of the Goddess and allow the
colours of life to lift and invigorate us. There is a good time to withdraw
and celebrate the darkness and there is time to emerge and celebrate
the growing ness of life. Sometimes we need to ponder and be silent
and at other times we need to dance move and express. If we have
been a crone learning our winter’s wisdom it might be good at this time
to remember the joyfulness of the maiden and find a way to express her
in our lives.
The Great Goddess expresses in herself the great cycle of becoming.
Behind all the becoming and expressions of Herself the Goddess simply
is The Oneness of Life. This is the mysterious ‘fourth principle’ which is
the Eternal centre in the wheel of becoming. She is Love. She is Life.
She is Power. She is the One expressed in the many.
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